
What is Target Zer
When you experience an injury at work or an

assault on the job, it is critical to report the

incident. Get with your BAR for more info

about how to report. 
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Stop by Market Street
on Wayne Ave in
Dayton by the Oregon
District some time
and check out
Dayton's local
vendors. Some of our
very own DPS
teachers are featured
entrepreneurs. You
wont be
disappointed! 
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DEA MEMBERS ARE ROCKSTARSDEA MEMBERS ARE ROCKSTARSDEA MEMBERS ARE ROCKSTARS

I am Proud to serve as your President of
the Dayton E.A. As you are well aware,

we are going through some very
challenging times. Teachers are held 
 responsible for the lack of academic

performance of the students, regardless
of the issues of class overcrowding,

underfunding, inadequate resources,
and the effects of community and

economic and social ills.This paired with
the uncertainty that exists due to the
pending changes that the District is

going through brings a new set of
obstacles that must be overcome daily.
Just know that your sacrifices do not go

unnoticed. You are making a huge
impact and you are truly appreciated. I
remind myself each day of these two

goals: How can I make our local stronger
and what can we do to build a more

powerful local. With your Support and
Solidarity I believe we are heading in the

right direction. 
 

"Alone, we can do so little, together, we
can do so much" - Hellen Keller

 

Deidre Crockett has been in teaching for 9 years. What
Deidre loves the most about teaching is the long term

impact that you have on children. Deidre only imagined
being a teacher in life. Deidre's favorite quote is: "Be the
change you want to see in the world." Mahatma Gandhi

Advice to new teachers: Don't take things so seriously and
leave work at work. Thank you Deidre for your dedication to

Dayton Public Students! You are appreciated! 

Angela McFarland
Kara Butlien 

On winning to attend
the NEA RA  


